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THE FIRST MAGNETS

As far back as 800 B.C., the Greeks wrote about the strange properties of a dark gray or black mineral that can attract and hold bits of iron. This mineral is the iron oxide (Fe$_3$O$_4$) now known as magnetite. Pieces of this mineral are natural magnets. Here is a sketch of a piece of magnetite on my desk as I write:

Natural magnets are called lodestones. This name comes from “leading stone,” which refers to the fact the same side of a lodestone suspended from a string always points north. This discovery led to the invention of the compass, the first widespread application for natural magnets. The compass gave sailors and explorers a vitally important navigational tool.

There are at least two stories about the origin of the word “magnet.” According to the Roman writer Lucretius, the word comes from Magnesia, the Greek province where lodestones were found. Pliny the Elder wrote that the name came from Magnes, a Greek shepherd. The nails in his shoes and the iron tip of his staff were attracted to a field of magnetite as he walked.

1 96 to 55 B.C. 2 A.D. 23 to 79
MAGNETIC FIELDS

The region around a magnet that influences external objects is the magnetic field of the magnet. The magnetic field around a magnet forms an organized pattern. This pattern can be made visible by sprinkling iron filings on a sheet of white paper lying on a bar magnet.

Magnetic field lines are mapped with a compass.

MAGNETIC POLES

A magnet's force is concentrated at points called poles. If a bar magnet is hung from a string, one end will eventually point north. This end is the magnet's north pole. The end of the magnet that points south is the south pole.

The opposite poles of two magnets attract one another. Like poles repel.

\[ \text{S} \rightarrow \text{N} \quad \leftarrow \text{S} \rightarrow \text{N} \leftarrow \text{N} \rightarrow \text{S} \]

\text{ATTRACT} \quad \text{REPEL} \]
MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY

The intensity of a magnetic field is measured in Gauss. The magnetic field 1 centimeter from a straight length of wire through which a current of 5 amperes is flowing is 1 Gauss. The magnetic field of various magnets can be hundreds or even thousands of Gauss.

1 GAUSS

1CM

MAGNETIC FIELD

WIRE

ELECTRICAL CURRENT OF 5 AMPERES

The term Gauss honors Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777 to 1855), the great mathematician.

IS THE EARTH A MAGNET?

Earth has a magnetic field, but Earth is not a magnet. The Earth's core is believed to be molten metal that is much too hot to be magnetic. The most popular theory is that Earth's magnetic field is caused by electrical currents generated by rotation of the liquid core.

EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD

The force of Earth's magnetic field is about 0.3 Gauss near the equator and about 0.7 Gauss near the poles. Though very weak, the field is easily detected by a compass.
EARTH'S GEOGRAPHIC POLES

Earth rotates about an imaginary axis. The points where the axis meets Earth's surface are the north and south poles.

EARTH'S MAGNETIC POLES

Earth also has magnetic poles. The magnetic poles do not match the geographic poles. The northernmost magnetic pole is north of Canada's Hudson Bay. The southernmost magnetic pole is in Antarctica south of Tasmania.

EARTH'S CHANGING FIELD

The force of Earth's magnetic field fluctuates on a daily basis. The change near the equator is about 0.0002 Gauss each day. At the poles the change is 0.0005 Gauss each day. The change is sometimes greater than this when the sun is very active.
LIVING MAGNETS

The bodies of many animals include bits of magnetite. Recent discoveries have shown that magnetite may act as a kind of compass that assists the navigation of various birds, insects, fish and even bacteria.

MAGNETIC BACTERIA

In 1975 Richard Blackmore noticed that some bacteria from the muddy bottoms of marshes always migrate to one side of a drop of water. When he placed a magnet nearby, the bacteria swam toward the south-seeking pole and away from the north-seeking pole. Later it was discovered that magnetic bacteria align themselves with a magnetic field even when they are dead. More than a dozen kinds of magnetic bacteria have been discovered. Most live in mud or silt under bodies of water, and some live in soil. They are collectively known as magnetotactic bacteria. They include a string of microscopic magnets called magnetosomes.

Magnetotactic bacteria

Flagellum (propulsion device)

Magnetosomes (magnetite)

Magnetotactic bacteria in the northern hemisphere swim north. Those in the southern hemisphere swim south. Those near the equator swim in either direction.
APPLICATIONS FOR MAGNETS

1. DIRECT CURRENT (DC) MOTORS
2. ELECTRICAL GENERATORS
3. AUDIO SPEAKERS
4. AUDIO EAR AND HEAD PHONES
5. SEPARATING IRON AND STEEL SCRAP FROM NON-MAGNETIC MATERIALS
6. RETRIEVE IRON AND STEEL OBJECTS LOST IN BODIES OF WATER
7. RETRIEVE BROKEN DRILL HEADS FROM OIL AND GAS WELLS
8. COLLECT FILING CHIPS FROM DRILLED HOLES
9. TRAP BITS OF METAL IN STOMACHS OF COWS (*COW MAGNETS*)
10. ERASE DATA STORED ON MAGNETIC TAPE
11. CABINET LATCHES
12. TEMPORARILY MOUNT ANTENNA ON CAR ROOF
13. TEMPORARILY MOUNT SIGNS ON CARS
14. MOUNTING, SUPPORTING AND HOLDING SIGNS, GADGETS AND OBJECTS IN HOMES AND OFFICES
15. COLLECTING NAILS LOST IN SOIL
16. PAPER CLIP HOLDER
17. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
18. I'VE USED A MAGNET TO FIND BITS OF IRON METEORITE INSIDE A LARGE METEOR CRATER
Magnet Configurations

Among the many magnet configurations are these:

Bar

Disk

Horseshoe

Cylinder

Ring

Flexible
TEMPORARY MAGNETS

Soft iron and steel can be magnetized, but do not necessarily stay magnetized.

PERMANENT MAGNETS

Hardened iron and steel and certain metal alloys stay magnetized indefinitely. Ceramic magnets and magnetic rubber and plastic contain particles of magnetic material. Here are some common permanent magnet materials and the strength of their magnetic field:

A58nico (various alloys of aluminum, nickel and cobalt) - 5,500 to 13,100 Gauss

Chromium steel - 9,700 Gauss

Rare earth cobalt - 8,100 Gauss

Ceramic - 2,200 to 3,500 Gauss

Plastic - 1,400 Gauss

Rubber - 1,300 to 2,300 Gauss

Data: "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" (CRC Press).
USING AND CARING FOR MAGNETS

1. The ability of a magnet to lift a load is reduced by soil, dust, paint and rust on the magnet or load.

2. Lifting ability is reduced when the load is very thin (cans, etc.) or has a rough or irregular surface.

3. Avoid dropping or striking a magnet. It might break or become demagnetized.

4. Forcing the same poles of two magnets together can partially demagnetize both magnets.

5. Always separate two magnets by pulling them away from one another. Do not slide one magnet against another to separate them as this might sharply demagnetize one or both magnets. Try to keep separated magnets from slamming back together.

6. Avoid placing a magnet near a strong magnetic field from a motor.

7. A "Keeper" of soft iron will extend the life of a magnet.

8. Caution! Keep magnets away from magnetic media (computer disks, credit cards, recording tape, etc.)! Also keep magnets away from mechanical watches.
THE COMPASS

THE SIMPLEST COMPASS IS A MAGNETIZED IRON NEEDLE OR POINTER FREE TO ROTATE ABOUT A PIVOT. THE NEEDLE WILL ALIGN ITSELF ALONG THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD. SOME HISTORIANS BELIEVE THE FIRST COMPASS WAS A LODESTONE ATOP A SMALL PIECE OF WOOD FLOATING IN A BOWL OF WATER. I TRIED THIS BY PLACING A LODESTONE ON A SMALL SQUARE OF WOOD FLOATING ON WATER IN A PLASTIC BOX. BUT THIS "COMPASS" WORKS ONLY WHEN THE WATER IS STILL. IT MIGHT WORK ON LAND, BUT IT WOULD NOT WORK WELL IN A BOAT. THE FIRST PRACTICAL COMPASSES ARE BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN MAGNETIZED NEEDLES INSERTED CROSSWAYS THROUGH A FLOATING REED OR SPLINTER. THE NEEDLE WAS MAGNETIZED BY STROKING IT AGAINST A LODESTONE.

I TRIED THIS AND IT WORKS. FIRST I STROKED A STEEL SEWING NEEDLE AGAINST A LODESTONE. SINCE THE NEEDLE ATTRACTION IRON FILINGS, IT WAS MAGNETIZED. I USED PLIERS TO FORCE THE NEEDLE THROUGH A WOOD TOOTHPICK. CAUTION: USE CARE TO AVOID BREAKING THE NEEDLE OR PRESSING IT INTO A FINGER! WHEN FLOATED ON WATER, THE NEEDLE AND TOOTHPICK ARRANGEMENT WILL SLOWLY ROTATE UNTIL THE NEEDLE POINTS NORTH AND SOUTH AND THE TOOTHPICK EAST AND WEST.
MAPPING A MAGNETIC FIELD

A COMPASS CAN BE USED TO MAP A MAGNET'S FIELD. THIS IS OFTEN MORE PRACTICAL THAN USING IRON FILINGS.

NORTH (N) \hspace{2cm} COMPASS
SOUTH (S)

MAGNET \hspace{2cm} N
S

NOTICE HOW THE NORTH END OF THE COMPASS NEEDLE POINTS TO THE SOUTH POLE OF THE MAGNET.

TIP: OPPOSITES ATTRACT, UNLIKES REPEL.

A COMPASS WILL RESPOND TO A MAGNET UP TO 30 CENTIMETERS (ABOUT 1 FOOT) AWAY.
ELECTROMAGNET

An electrical current flowing through a loop of wire creates a magnetic field. The weak field of a single loop can be greatly increased by winding a coil of many loops.

6 cm (about 2.25 in)

Plastic
Soda
Straw
Approximately 9 meters (30 feet)
30 AWG coated magnet wire
(about 3 layers when tightly wound)

Insert steel* inside this coil and connect a 6-volt lantern battery to wire leads. Use flame or fine grit sand paper to remove insulation from ends of wire.*Nail, etc.

SOLENOID

The electromagnet shown above can also function as a solenoid or "sucking magnet." Place coil in a vertical position. Allow nail to touch surface below coil. When current is applied to the coil, the nail will be rapidly pulled up into the coil by the coil's magnetic field. Solenoids release latches, close values, lock doors, etc.

Resistance of prototype coil is 3.1 Ω. At 6 volts the current is 6 / 3.1 or 1.9 amps. Use solenoid sparingly to preserve battery life.
ELECTROMAGNETIC RELAY

A relay is a switch actuated by an electromagnet.

* Operating Point

Relays can be actuated by low-voltage transistor and IC circuits. Their contacts can control voltages and currents that would destroy transistors and ICs.

RELAY DRIVER

This circuit shows how a single transistor can control a relay.

This circuit pulls in the relay when light strikes the photocell. R1 controls sensitivity.

D1 protects Q1 from high voltage spike that occurs when relay is switched off.

* Or MPS2222, etc.
Magnet Switches

A magnet switch is a reed switch that has a flexible member that bends toward or away from a rigid member when a magnet is near.

Wire lead

Glass envelope

Magnet

Magnet switches are very reliable and require no power supply. They are often used to detect open doors and windows in security alarm systems. For these uses the switch is usually installed in a plastic housing with external wire leads or screw terminals. The actuating magnet is installed in a similar housing.
MAGNET SWITCH INTERFACE

THIS SIMPLE TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT WILL SWITCH ON LED 2 WHEN A MAGNET IS NEAR SW1. LED 1 IS SWITCHED ON WHEN THE MAGNET IS REMOVED.

TIP: LET LED 1 = RED LED 2 = GREEN. THEN MAGNET PRESENT = GREEN AND MAGNET ABSENT = RED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAGNET</th>
<th>LED 1</th>
<th>LED 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWITCH WILL RESPOND TO EITHER NORTH OR SOUTH POLE OF MAGNET.

MAGNET ACTUATED TONE

PLACE MAGNET NEAR SWITCH TO ACTIVATE TONE. OK TO USE LAMP INSTEAD OF BUZZER.
THE HALL EFFECT

In October 1879, the physicist Edward Hall discovered the effect that bears his name. Hall found that a strong magnetic field caused a voltage to appear across a thin film of gold through which an electrical current was flowing. This voltage is called the Hall voltage. It is proportional to the magnetic field times the current.

Magnetic Field

Hall Generator

Current

Hall Voltage

Resistor R1 limits (restricts) the current from battery B1 to a safe value. Too much current will overheat and damage the Hall generator.

The Hall effect occurs in conductors and semiconductors. The Hall voltage produced by conductors is much too small for practical applications. The Hall voltage is much higher in semiconductors. Gallium arsenide and other semiconductors produce the most voltage. But silicon is preferred since it is sturdier and easier to manufacture.
APPLICATIONS FOR HALL SENSORS

Hall sensors have many applications in electronics and sensing. They can be used instead of light sensors in applications where the sensor might become dirty or exposed to bright light. Here are some of the most common applications:

MAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR

Hall sensors can detect presence or absence of small magnets.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD SENSOR

Hall sensors can detect magnetic field caused by electrical current.

BOUNCELESS SWITCH

Switch made with Hall sensor does not have mechanical "bounce" of conventional switch.

FERROUS METAL DETECTOR

Hall sensor backed by small magnet will detect ferrous metal.

GEAR TOOTH SENSOR

Hall sensor backed by small magnet will detect teeth on a gear.
HALL SENSOR BASICS

Most hall sensors are manufactured with a built-in amplifier or logic circuit to make them easier to use. It's helpful to understand how the sensor is connected to these interface circuits.

BASIC HALL SENSOR

Magnetic field is perpendicular to this page.

- Hall voltage
+ Hall voltage

Basic Hall Sensor Circuit

R1 limits current R1

Multimeter

B1

This circuit generates an output voltage when a magnet is placed near the Hall effect sensor.
HALF SENSOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE

The Hall voltage is proportional to the applied magnetic field according to:

\[ V_H = R_H \times \left( \frac{I}{t} \times B \right) \]

where,

- \( V_H \) is the Hall voltage,
- \( R_H \) is the Hall effect coefficient,
- \( I \) is the current through the sensor,
- \( t \) is the thickness of the sensor, and
- \( B \) is the perpendicular magnetic field.

In practical terms, the Hall voltage in a typical silicon Hall sensor is about 18 microvolts (0.000018 volt) per gauss when the supply is 3 volts. This is such a small voltage that Hall sensors are usually manufactured with a built-in amplifier or logic circuit.
HALL SENSOR + LOGIC CIRCUIT

INTEGRATED DIGITAL HALL SENSOR

INTEGRATED DIGITAL HALL SENSORS USUALLY INCLUDE AN OUTPUT TRANSISTOR BETWEEN THE SCHMITT TRIGGER. SOME STAY "ON" (LATCHED) WHEN MAGNET REMOVED.
HALL SENSOR + AMPLIFIER

The output voltage is proportional to the magnetic field at the Hall sensor.

INTEGRATED LINEAR HALL SENSOR

Integrated Linear Hall Sensor Pin Designations:
1. + Supply
2. Ground
3. Output

Actual Size Hall Sensor
HALL SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS

Here are key specifications for some of the most popular hall sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Sensors can accept unlimited magnetic flux density. Do not exceed maximum supply voltage.</th>
<th>Minimum supply (volts)</th>
<th>Maximum supply (volts)</th>
<th>Output current (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A3515 Ratiometric Sensor A3141 Unipolar Switch UGX3132 Bipolar Switch A3187 Latching Switch UGQ5140 Power Switch A3422 Direction Sensor ATS610 Gear Tooth Sensor</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 - Positive (+) Supply  
2 - Ground  
3 - Output

Pin outline shown from branded (front) side. Note that only part of sensor number may be marked on the IC. Suffix may be present (e.g., A3141 LL15 A3141 with "long leads").

BASIC GAUSS METER

Output changes 25 millivolts per gauss.

Use the A3515 ratiometric hall sensor. With no magnet the output is 1/2 the supply voltage. The N pole of a magnet increases the output. The S pole decreases the output.

To digital multimeter (set to measure millivolts)
POWER HALL SENSOR

Most Hall sensors cannot directly drive an incandescent lamp, relay, small motor or other device that draws more than 10 to 25 mA. For these loads an external drive transistor is required. The UGQ5140 Hall sensor includes a built-in drive transistor that can continuously sink up to 300 mA. This power Hall sensor will briefly sink up to 900 mA to allow time for a lamp to warm up to its rated operating current.

**5140**

1 2 3 4

**PIN 1** - Supply (+4.5 to 28V)
**PIN 2** - Output (300 mA maximum)
**PIN 3** - Diode *
**PIN 4** - Ground

* The diode pin can be used for an optional lamp test function.

HALL LAMP DRIVER

**+4.5 TO 28V**

**MAGNET**

**RADSOFHACK CATALOG**

Lists voltage and current for many lamps.

**PRESS S1 TO TEST LAMP L1. (R1 AND S1 ARE OPTIONAL.)**

L1 must not consume more than 300 mA when warmed up.
HALL SENSOR OPERATING TIPS

HALL SENSORS ARE VERY EASY TO USE. THEY ARE UNAFFECTED BY DIRT AND GREASE THAT CAN DISABLE OPTOELECTRONIC SENSORS. THEY WORK OVER A VERY WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE (TYPICALLY -40°C TO +85°C). EXTREMELY HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITIES WILL NOT HARM HALL SENSORS.

HALL SENSORS ARE VERY SENSITIVE TO MECHANICAL STRESS AND EXCESS SUPPLY VOLTAGE. THEREFORE IT'S VERY IMPORTANT TO OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES WHEN INSTALLING AND USING HALL SENSORS:

POWER SUPPLY—IT'S BEST TO POWER HALL SENSORS AT THE LOWEST ALLOWABLE VOLTAGE. NEVER EXCEED THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE!

MOUNTING HALL SENSORS—HALL SENSORS ARE OFTEN ATTACHED TO A SURFACE WITH ADHESIVE. FOR BEST RESULTS, USE A FILLED EPOXY. NEVER USE CYANOACRYLATE GLUE! THIS GLUE SHRINKS AND CAN EASILY CAUSE ENOUGH MECHANICAL STRAIN TO CHANGE THE HALL SENSOR'S OUTPUT.

ENCAPSULATING HALL SENSORS—AS WHEN CEMENTING HALL SENSORS TO A SURFACE, ENCAPSULATING A HALL SENSOR IN POTTING COMPOUND OR EPOXY CAN CAUSE MECHANICAL STRESS THAT ALTERS THE SENSOR'S OUTPUT. CHANGING THE TEMPERATURE OF ENCAPSULATED HALL SENSORS CAN ALSO CAUSE MECHANICAL STRESS. THEREFORE IT'S BEST NOT TO ENCAPSULATE HALL SENSORS.
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HALL SENSOR—MAGNET SEPARATION

Ideally, the strength of a magnetic field is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the magnet. At 3 cm the strength of the field should be about 1/3² or 1/9 the value at 1 cm. As this graph shows, in the "real world" this relationship is not so ideal—or at least not easily measured.

Here's what I measured when moving a powerful rare-earth magnet away from a ratiometric Hall sensor (A3515).

*Available at Radioshack

FLUX CONCENTRATORS

Flux concentrators, made from low-carbon steel guide, or concentrate a magnetic field. Steel nails can be used as experimental flux concentrators. For best results, the diameter of the constricted end of a flux concentrator should approximate that of the Hall sensor chip.
BEST MAGNET ARRANGEMENTS

IT'S IMPORTANT TO PLAN AHEAD WHEN DESIGNING HALL EFFECT CIRCUITS. IT'S USUALLY BEST TO MAKE A TEST CIRCUIT BEFORE BUILDING YOUR FINAL DESIGN. THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO TEST THE CIRCUIT'S RESPONSE TO VARIOUS MAGNETS AND MAGNETIC FIELDS.

HEAD-ON OPERATION

SLIDE-BY OPERATION
PUSH-PUSH OPERATION

THIS MODE GIVES VERY RELIABLE SWITCHING.

INSTALL MAGNETS ON MOVABLE FRAME. OK TO GLUE MAGNETS TO THE FRAME.

PUSH-PULL OPERATION

AS WITH PUSH-PUSH MODE, THIS MODE GIVES VERY RELIABLE SWITCHING.
INTERFACING DIGITAL HALL SENSORS

APPLICATIONS SHOWN HERE DESCRIBE OPERATION WITH UGX3132. THESE INTERFACE CIRCUITS ALSO WORK WITH A3141, A3187, ETC.

LED INTERFACE

![LED Interface Diagram]

$+V_{HALL}$ $+V_2$

$R_s$ $V_2 - V_{LED}$

$R_s = \frac{V_2 - V_{LED}}{I_{LED}}$

$V_{LED}$ FOR MOST VISIBLE LEDS IS 2 TO 3 Volts.

FOR $I_{LED}$ (LED CURRENT) OF 10 mA AND $V_2$ OF 6 Volts, $R_s = (6V - 3V)/0.01 = 300$ OHMS. OK TO USE 270 TO 330 OHMS IN MOST APPLICATIONS.

TRANSISTOR INTERFACE

![Transistor Interface Diagram]

$+V_{HALL}$ $+V$

$R_2$ $R_1$

$Q_1$ IS NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTOR (2N2222, MPS2222, ETC.), LOAD IS LAMP, RELAY, ETC. SELECT $R_s$ TO KEEP CURRENT THROUGH $Q_1$ BELOW MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE.

LOAD Switches off WHEN SOUTH POLE OF MAGNET IS NEAR HALL SENSOR.
TTL LOGIC INTERFACE

MAGNET'S SOUTH POLE SWITCHES PIN 3 OF HALL SENSOR LOW.
NORTH POLE SWITCHES PIN 3 HIGH.

ANY TTL LOGIC
OK TO USE WITH OTHER HALL SENSORS

THIS CIRCUIT WORKS WITH OLDER TTL AND NEWER LOW-POWER TTL LOGIC. THE HALL SUPPLY VOLTAGE SHOULD MATCH THE TTL SUPPLY VOLTAGE.

CMOS LOGIC INTERFACE

MAGNET'S SOUTH POLE SWITCHES PIN 3 OF HALL SENSOR LOW.
NORTH POLE SWITCHES PIN 3 HIGH.

ANY CMOS LOGIC
OK TO USE WITH OTHER HALL SENSORS

BEST TO POWER HALL SENSOR AND CMOS LOGIC FROM SAME SUPPLY WHEN POSSIBLE. IF NOT, KEEP HALL SUPPLY VOLTAGE AT OR BELOW CMOS SUPPLY VOLTAGE. BE SURE TO FOLLOW CMOS HANDLING PRECAUTIONS.
FERROUS METAL INDICATOR

This simple circuit indicates when a ferrous metal object is within 1 cm or so from a hall sensor.

Install circuit in a plastic enclosure. Attach hall sensor to inside surface.

Bias magnet sensor

Adjust sensitivity

With magnet several mm (about 1/4 inch) from hall sensor, adjust R1 until LED 1 is just off and LED 2 is on. LED 1 will glow when ferrous metal is near hall sensor.

A3515
Ratiometric hall sensor

Front side (label)

TIP:
LED 1 = green
LED 2 = red

R1 100K

OK to use other op amps or comparators

R2 470 Ω

LED 1

R3 470 Ω

LED 2
HALL SENSOR RELAY

The moving contact of an electromagnetic relay produces a sometimes unwanted clicking sound and can eventually wear out or be contaminated with grease or dust. A hall sensor can replace a relay's contacts in some applications.

**Diagram:**
- Bond sensor to core with epoxy.
- Relay coil.
- Ratiometric hall sensor.
- To relay driver circuit.

**Circuit Diagram:**
- A3515 hall sensor +6V.
- OK to use various op amps and comparators.
- Relay coil actuated.*

Adjust R1 until pin 6 just goes high. When relay coil is energized, pin 6 will go low. Changes in residual magnetism of the relay's steel core may necessitate occasional adjustments of R1.
LEVEL INDICATOR

This circuit is an electronic level indicator that senses when a rolling steel ball is at rest.

Prototype circuit uses a BB inside a gently bent soda straw. A small ball bearing will work better as it is more spherical.

Place south pole of magnet about 1 cm (0.4 inch) behind Hall sensor. Adjust R1 until led just stops glowing. The LED should now glow when steel ball approaches the Hall sensor. Experiment with position of magnet for best results.
MAGNET POSITION DETECTOR

This circuit indicates when a magnet is at a preset, adjustable distance from a ratiometric Hall sensor.

**IC1,2—Use 741 or other OP AMP or comparator.**

**IC1,2—Pin numbers are for 741.**

Place south pole of magnet up to 1-2 cm from sensor. Adjust R1 and R2 until LED1 and LED2 just glow. When magnet is moved toward sensor, LED2 switches off. When magnet is moved away, LED1 switches off. Use north pole of magnet to reverse operation.
DUAL-OUTPUT HALL SENSORS

A PAIR OF BACK-TO-BACK HALL SENSORS PROVIDES A DUAL-OUTPUT MAGNET SENSOR. THIS METHOD WORKS WITH BOTH DIGITAL HALL SWITCHES AND RATIOMETRIC HALL SENSORS. RATIOMETRIC HALL SENSORS PROVIDE HIGHER SENSITIVITY.

MOUNT TWO SENSORS CLOSE TO ONE ANOTHER (TOUCHING) ON CIRCUIT BOARD AND/OR BOND TOGETHER WITH FILLED EPOXY.

+6V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLE AT HALL 1</th>
<th>DIGITAL</th>
<th>RATIOMETRIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LED 1</td>
<td>LED 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HALL 1, 2:
A3141, A3515
FIELD STRENGTH BARGRAPH

A linear or ratiometric Hall sensor can measure the strength of a magnetic field. This circuit shows how to use a stack of digital Hall sensors (three or more) to display magnetic field strength on a bargraph LED display.

STACKED HALL SENSORS (A3141)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>LED 1</th>
<th>LED 2</th>
<th>LED 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OK TO USE ANY COLOR LEDs. I USED RED, GREEN AND BLUE.
HALL SENSOR DIRECTION INDICATOR

Two or more Hall sensors arranged side-by-side can indicate the directional movement of a nearby magnet.

Position: 1 2 3 4 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>LED1</th>
<th>LED2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This circuit drives LEDs, but it will also drive external logic circuits.
ULTRA-SENSITIVE MAGNET SWITCH

A VERY SENSITIVE MAGNET SWITCH CAN BE MADE BY CONNECTING A PAIR OF BACK-TO-BACK HALL SENSORS TO AN OP AMP OR COMPARATOR.

HALL 1,2 - A3515

TIP: HANG MAGNET FROM STRING AND SWING PAST HALL 1 TO FLASH LEDS.

THIS CIRCUIT WILL RESPOND TO A MAGNET 15 cm (ABOUT 6 INCHES) AWAY. WITH NO MAGNET OR WHEN SOUTH POLE OF MAGNET IS NEAR HALL SENSOR 1, LED 2 GLOWS. WHEN NORTH POLE OF MAGNET IS NEAR HALL SENSOR 1, LED 1 GLOWS. USE DIFFERENT COLOR LEDS FOR LEDS 1 AND 2, EITHER INDIVIDUAL LEDS OR A BICOLOR LED.

MOUNT HALL SENSORS BACK-TO-BACK WITH FRONT SIDE OF HALL SENSOR 1 (SIDE WITH NUMBERS) CLOSEST TO WHERE MAGNET WILL BE PLACED.

THOUGH THIS CIRCUIT DRIVES LEDS, IT CAN ALSO POWER MANY OTHER DEVICES. USE APPROPRIATE INTERFACE CIRCUITRY.
Magnet Music

The output voltage from a ratiometric (linear) Hall sensor can control a voltage-to-frequency converter. This provides a musical tone whose frequency is controlled by a magnetic field.

**Diagram Description**
- Reduce R2 to raise frequency.
- R2 ok to use fixed resistor.
- R1 = 220 Ohms
- 8 Ohm speaker
- A3515 Hall sensor
- C1 = 0.01 µF to 0.1 µF

**Graph**
- Frequency (Hz)
  - 2000
  - 1800
  - 1600
  - 1400
  - 1200
  - 1000
  - 800
  - 600
  - 400
  - 200

- Response to small magnet:
  - C1 = 0.047 µF
  - R2 = 100K

- Hall sensor - magnet distance (mm)
  - North Pole
  - South Pole
  - Saturated
MUSICAL PENDULUM

- Hook
- Piano wire or string
- Magnet
- Hall sensor
- To magnet music circuit (facing page)

DAMPED OSCILLATING TONE

- Top magnet
- Wood or plastic rod
- Dropped top magnet
- Base magnet
- Hall sensor
- To magnet music circuit

Dropped top magnet will bounce several times before floating over base magnet.

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE TONE

Press and release floating magnet (shown above) or mount a magnet on a flexible beam as shown here:

- Screw & nut
- Flexible strip
- Press magnet
- Hall sensor
- To magnet music circuit
SUPER-SENSITIVE FIELD SENSOR

An inexpensive compass is a much more sensitive detector of magnetic fields than a hall sensor. Combining a ratiometric hall sensor with a compass provides a super-sensitive magnetic field detector.

Attach hall sensor to side of compass (top or bottom) closest to needle. Use tape to hold sensor in place.

Position sensor so tip of the needle passes just over or under the hall sensor when the compass is rotated.

This arrangement will detect movements of a strong magnet more than 1 meter (about 3 feet) away from compass. The voltage change may be only about 10 millivolts (0.010 volt) or so, so it's best to use a digital multimeter.

Use this arrangement with a voltage-to-frequency circuit to provide a tone that changes frequency when the compass needle moves past the hall sensor. See the "Magnet Music" project in this mini-notebook for details (page 42).
SUPER-SENSITIVE FIELD SWITCH

This circuit will activate an LED when a magnet is placed up to 1 meter (about 3 feet) away.

![Diagram of the circuit](image)

A3515

COMPASS
MAGNET

HALL SENSOR
(ATTACH TO COMPASS)

R1 = 100k

+6 V

ROTATE COMPASS UNTIL NEEDLE IS OVER THE HALL SENSOR. THEN ADJUST R1 UNTIL THE LED JUST SWITCHES ON. NOW PUT A MAGNET NEAR THE COMPASS. WHEN NEEDLE IS MOVED BY THE MAGNET, THE LED WILL FLASH ON AND OFF.

ABOUT THIS CIRCUIT: THE 741 IS A LOW-COST OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER (OP AMP) CONNECTED AS A COMPARATOR. THE OUTPUT OF A COMPARATOR IS EITHER LOW OR HIGH. IN THIS CIRCUIT, THE OUTPUT SWITCHES FROM LOW TO HIGH WHEN THE HALL SENSOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS ABOUT 0.01 VOLT HIGHER THAN THE VOLTAGE AT PIN 2 OF THE 741.

MANY DIFFERENT OP AMPS WILL WORK IN THIS CIRCUIT. JUST BE SURE TO CONNECT THE PROPER PINS. R2 CAN BE REDUCED TO 470Ω. THE LED CAN BE REPLACED BY A LOW-VOLTAGE PIEZO TONE GENERATOR.
GIANT COMPASS MAGNETOMETER

Geomagnetic storms caused by solar activity can cause major power blackouts and auroras. They alter Earth's magnetic field so that compass needles deviate from magnetic north. The giant compass shown here should indicate compass deflections caused by geomagnetic storms. A smaller version that indicates deflections with reflected light was described by Ron J. Livesey in "Sky & Telescope" (Oct. 1989, pp. 426-432).

This compass is very sensitive to moving air. For best results, suspend the compass inside a large container or install the entire compass inside a container.

Avoid vibrations near compass!

Tip: Use a search engine to find solar activity news on the web.

Geomagnetic storms will cause slight deflections away from magnetic north. Deflections can be measured using a scale mounted at the north pointer. (See below.)

Wood dowel or pencil

Radioshack ring magnets (5 or more)

Magnetometer scale (1 index mark per degree). Divide circumference of container by 360 to find distance between index marks. Use larger container and longer pointer for high resolution.
HALL SENSOR NORTH COMPASS

A RATIO METRIC HALL SENSOR CAN DETECT MAGNETIC NORTH. AT MY LOCATION IN CENTRAL TEXAS THE OUTPUT FROM A RATIO METRIC HALL SENSOR IS A FEW MILLIVOLTS HIGHER WHEN THE SENSOR POINTS NORTH THAN WHEN IT POINTS ELSEWHERE. THIS VOLTAGE IS ENOUGH TO TRIGGER THIS CIRCUIT.

ADJUST R1 UNTIL VOLTAGE AT PIN 4 OF IC1 IS SOMEWHERE BETWEEN LOWEST AND HIGHEST VALUE. GO OUTDOORS AWAY FROM POWER LINES AND LARGE METAL OBJECTS. ROTATE CIRCUIT UNTIL PRINTED FACE OF HALL SENSOR POINTS NORTH. ADJUST R4 UNTIL LED 1 JUST TURNS ON AND LED 2 JUST TURNS OFF. ROTATE CIRCUIT BOARD TOWARD EAST OR WEST AND LED 1 WILL TURN OFF AND LED 2 WILL TURN ON.

TIP: INCREASE SENSITIVITY BY USING A NAIL AS A FLUX CONCENTRATOR (SEE ABOVE).

LABEL (FRONT)

HALL SENSOR A3515

FOR ADVANCED EXPERIMENTERS

R1 100K 1K

OPTIONAL FLUX CONCENTRATOR

ADJUST R4 WITH CARE

R4 100K

IC1, IC2-741 OR OTHER OP AMP OR COMPARATOR

LED R5 1 1K

LED R6 2 1K

WATCH FOR VERY SUBTLE CHANGES IN BRIGHTNESS OF LEDS.
**SPECIALIZED HALL SENSORS**

**A3422 DIRECTION SENSOR**

This device has two side-by-side Hall sensors (E1 and E2). It is designed to detect rotational direction and speed of a rotating ring magnet. The A3422 can be used as a magnet pole indicator.

E1 is output from one of the two Hall sensors.

LED 1 = NO MAGNET
LED 2 = SOUTH POLE OF MAGNET

---

**ATS610 GEAR SENSOR**

This sensor includes a built-in bias magnet behind two Hall sensors. This sensor is designed to detect small teeth on a gear. It also works well as a ferrous metal detector.

Pin 1 - Supply (+16V)
Pin 2 - Output
Pin 3 - Capacitor
Pin 4 - Ground

LED 1 stops glowing when ferrous metal is close to sensor.
RESISTOR COLOR CODE

BLACK  0  0  X 1
BROWN  1  1  X 10
RED    2  2  X 100
ORANGE 3  3  X 1,000
YELLOW 4  4  X 10,000
GREEN  5  5  X 100,000
BLUE   6  6  X 1,000,000
VIOLET 7  7  X 10,000,000
GRAY   8  8  X 100,000,000
WHITE  9  9  —

FOURTH BAND INDICATES TOLERANCE (ACCURACY):
GOLD = ± 5%  SILVER = ± 10%  NONE = ± 20%

OHM’S LAW:  \[V = IR\]  \[R = \frac{V}{I}\]

\[I = \frac{V}{R}\]  \[P = VI = I^2R\]

ABBREVIATIONS

\[A = \text{AMPERE}\]  \[R = \text{RESISTANCE}\]
\[F = \text{FARAD}\]  \[V \text{ (or E) = VOLT}\]
\[I = \text{CURRENT}\]  \[W = \text{WATT}\]
\[P = \text{POWER}\]  \[\Omega = \text{OHM}\]

M (MEG-) = \(\times 1,000,000\)
K (KILO-) = \(\times 1,000\)
M (MILLI-) = .001
\(\mu\) (MICRO-) = .000 001
\(\mu\) (NANO-) = .000 000 001
\(\mu\) (PICO-) = .000 000 000 001